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The Planetary Entry Parachute Program 54.45-foot diameter cross
parachute design is analyzed with respect to material strengths, shock
loading, and material stress analysis. This report summarizes calculations
on which the design is based, material and joint test data, stress analysis
procedures, and system weight and center of gravity location calculations.
A materials properties section is also included and basic parachute system
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Computer Program Input Data Sheet
Required Computer Program Input Data
Computer Program Index Definition
o
tf/D o Ratio vs. Snatch Velocity
Opening Force vs. % of Fill Time
Computer Prograw Input Data
Computer Program Output
Test Sample Location and Direction
Safety Harglns
Parachute System Center of GravltyLocation
(Strung-Out Position}
Parachute System Center of Gravity Location
(Packed Position}






































Parachute Component and System




































I This report was prepare_ by Raven Industrleq, Inc.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota in compllance with Contract





The objective of the program was the design and
fabrication of a cross configuration parachute for fliah_
testing (balloon launch mode) in the Planetary Entry
Parachute Program (P_PP). The design was to be capable









ft. at a velocity of Math 1.6 with a 600 lb. suspende_
payload.
In accomplishing this task, the degiqn was analyzed with
respect to material strengths, shock loading, and material
stress analysis. This report sun_arizes calculations
on which the design is based, material an_ Joint test date,
stress analysis pt-ocedures, and system weight andcenter
of gravity location calculations. A materials properties.
section is also included and basic parachute systew
confiquration and dimensions are defined,
g
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i design with a panel length equal to 3.78 _ .05 tJ_es
the panel width. Maximum parachute dimensions were determined
g based on the following design criteria.
g Deployment conditionss Mash N_=ber - 1,6
g Dynamic pressure = 13 pal
• " E_ection velocity - 130 fp8 .
i System weights Canopy, suspension llnes and riser - 70 76 lb.
I C_nplets parachute system - 80 lb. max.
g These conditions and available materials dict_atod a
g maximum parachute layflat diameter of 71.21 ft. Tim i ....
layflat dieme_r defines the following cross paraohute
I dlmenslons. " . . . , "
i PANEL SISB
Panel length (L) m Layflat diamt_sr m 71.21 ft.
I Panel length/width ratio- 3.78 i[
I Panel width (W) - 71.21/3.70 - 10.04 ft. ]L
, J
2
industries, Inc.ACTUAL HAd]tIM, AREA (So)
so - 2m - w2
= (2) (71.21) (18.84) - (X8.84) 2
" 2328.24 ft. 2
.o.z._, .xm_'x_n (. o)
Do ,, 4_So
,, 54°45 ft..












and 2 . Since cross parachute terminology differs
somewhat from conventional parachute designs, figure 3
£s included for definition. Terms as defined £n q:h£l
sketch will be followed t_roughout this .report. Canopy
riser and load bridle configurations and bas£o, dlmens£one
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Ill. SHOCK LOADING CALCULATIONS
COMPUTER PROGRAM
A general computer program has been written by Raven
Industries, Inc. for use in parachute calculations where
8natoh foroe, time to snatch, fill time and opening shock
are desired. The program 18 designed from equations
and methods presented in ASD-TR-5?9, PERFORMANCE OF AND
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC DECELERATORS,
Chapter 4. Initial physical end operational parameters
required for program input are tabulated in Figure 6..
Most of these values are normally known or given for
a particular situation. For some parameters, however,
such a8 unlnflated canopy drag coefficient or unlnflatod
canopy effeotlve area, "best estlma1_ w values must be
used. All of these values are required only if mU
four decelerator performance parameters - snatch force,
time to snatch, filling t4me, and opening shook - are
to be aomputod. (Time to 8nstoh Is computed only 88
a by-product of the snatch force calculation). For
required initial condltLons in the above mentioned oases
see Figuzl ?.
The system of programs consists of a main "Executive e



















or omitted by the main progr_ depending upon which
calculated output is desired. Program variations are
introduced by assigning values to the Ludeces listed
at the bottom of Figure 6. Applicable index valueew
and the resulting c_mputer applications are presented
in Figure 8.
The main progrla is of no concern here because it merely
serves the purpose of directing the input data to the
desired subroutine. The subroutines, however, will be
explained with respeat to the types of equations involved,








































_ ", i"£gure 6.
Parachute Performance Calculat!ons
Payload Weight .............
Parachute Weight - ...........
Payload Drag Coefficient .........
Uninflated Ca nopy Drag Coefficient ....
Payload Effective Area ..........
Uninflated Canopy Effective Area .....
Inflated Canopy Drag Coefficient .....
Parachute Nominal Diameter .......
Number of Suspension Lines ........
Suspension Line Breaking Strength- ....
Suspension Line Length - - - - - ....
Suspension Line Elongation ........
Effective Porosity of Canopy Material - - -
Velocity at Deployment ..........
Density Ratio at Deployment Altitude ....
Density at Deployment Altl_.ude ......
Cmaputer Program Input Data Sheet II
,_j




1 Fill Time(Flat Circular) Ne Mw J41
Fill Time
(Cross) N, M
Wbe CDo, DO, Cw 0 •
Vs (system velocity
at snatch)
tf/D o - ratio (filling
tJ_ue/dlameter)







eFor explanation of symbols see Figure 6.
Q




















Calculate snatch forces filling time
Calculate snatch forces opening shock








Read in velocity at snatch (vs) for fill time
calculation. (Flat Circular Chute)
Use calculated velocity at snatch (vs) for
fill time calculation.
Read in t/me to snatch (t2} for fill time
calculation.
M2 1
I 2 Use calculated time to fill (tf)shock calculation.
Read in time to fill (tf) for opening shock
calculation.
for opening
MS I Read in velocity at snatch (Vs) for openlng
shock calculations.
2 Use calculated velocity at snatch (vs} for
opening shock calcul_tlon8.
I M4 l Read in time to snatch (t2) for snatch force
calculation.





i • Figure 8. Computer Program Index Definition 13
I|
W industries, inc.
I SNATCH FORCE SUBROUTINE
The snatch force experienced in the suspension lines is
| e_al to the s_ of th0 force proa_cedby the c_ange
I in Kinetlc Energy plus the average drag force.
I The K.E. equation is given bys
I where: o I_.E. (Ib}-, -..







Vre I - Velocity of payload relative to chute at
time t 2 (t2 m deplo_'_ent time) (ft/seo)
Z = Number of suspension lines
p1 = Breaking strength of sus_nsion lines (lb.}
L s - Suspension line length {ft.}




In this form, the force due to K.E. is reduced to a
function of the differential speed. The differential
speed is dependent upon the total time fordeployment




in TIME TO SNATCH SUBROUTINE.
The average drag force calculation Ss given by the equation
F_ - 0 (CDS)c _ V2chute +2V2payl°'ad lT "' " t
where: F - - Average drag force (Ib)
d
0 - Density at deployment altitude (slugs/ft. 3)
(CDS) c = Drag'area of unlnflated canopy (ft. 2)
Vchute - Velocity Of chute (ft./sec.)
Vpayload - Velocity of payload (ft./sec.)
Therefore, snatch force, Fst is
F8 m F - + P
d
The computer handles these snatch force equations along
with other applicable equations in a straightforward
algebraic manipulation.
TIME TO SNATCH ROWEII_
Time to snatch (t2) is defined as the total time for
deployment to occur (that is from beginning of deployment
to completion of deployment). At snatch, the suspension
llnesare at their full length.
industries, inc.
I
By considering launch v__locity and drag characteristics,
I of both the chute and the payload, it is possible to
determine their distances traveled since launch, relative






two distances will equal the suspension line length
(Ls), The method of determining the distanoe traveled
by both chute and payload consists of an iterative process
using trial-and-error values of t2. By comparing the
differences of these distances with the suspension line
length, the iterative process arrives at a suitable
value of t2 (accuracy is within _ .St of suspension line
length}. Using the value t2, the relative velocity of the
payload to the chute can be calculated for use in the
snatch force subroutine,
I FILLING TIME SUBROUTINE ".
(Flat Circular (:huts)
I Time to fill (tf) is defined as the total time for
I fill to occur; that is, the time elapsed between snatch
. and total fill. At total fill, the canopy has inflated
I
I
to its full volume.
The time to fill for a flat circular chute is calculated
I in much the same manner as is time to snatch, except that





B " 120 (CDS) max tf
DO 3
A - v x 106
3






V- Calculated volume of canopy at fi'll -(ft. 3)
DO - Nominal diameter of Ghu1_e (ft.) '-.
Vs - System veloc£ty at snatch (ft. see.)





T s _ of fill ti_e T m t/if
C - Effective porosity of canopy material
(CDS)max - MaxLmum drag area of chute ( ft. 2)
W - Weight of payload {lb.)
g - Acceleration due to gravity {ft./sec. 2)
o .- Density ratio at deployment altitude
9
The right hand expression of the volume equation cannot
be integrated directly without making broad assumptions
and simplifications. Therefore w a numerical integration
of the expression is necessary. This is accomplished
by use of the nmnerioal integration scheme of Simpson'a
Rule. The _ntegrand also contains the parameter tf0
creating the necessity of a trial-and-error method using
trial values of tf°




In filling time calculations where a cross chute is
concerned, a rati_ of tf/D O {filling time to diameter
ratio) is merely multiplied by the diameter of the chute





I velocity at snatch and can be obtained from the plot
i on Figure 9. - " .
I OPENING SHOCK SUBROUTINE . "
Opening shock is defined as the maximum force experienced
by a parachute canopy during the opening process. The
II ,, t, L_ . 1I.,s v,_,j
V m VII
BV s r(11'.25 tlt'f+A)In/11.25 t/tf+A1'-'11.25' 't/6f_ + 11'.z5 'Vtf +A
g 2(11.25)2 " , ". " 'A
i
where s .
i A, B, W, g, Vl, if, are the same parameters mentioned
i FILLING TIME SUBROUTI_B. in ',
I and: " "
F - Opening Force (lbs.)
I t/tf - I of fill. time






A typical plot of Opening Force (f) vs. q of fill time
(tJtf) is given in Figure lO. The computer method of
calculating a maximum opening force is to begin, with
a t/tf ratio of zero, and incremmnt it by + .1 until
a maximum point is reached, From this point on iteration
of the t/tf ratio is utilized until two adjacent values
of opening force are within 10 lbs. of each other.
SHOCK LOADING _LkTION
Data input values for a computer program calculation of
dynamic forces experienced by the cross parachute during
deployment at design conditions are presented in Figure II.
Values assigned the indexes define the program as a
calculation of snatch force, fill time, and opening
shock (B m 1) for a cross parachute (M m 2) using
calculated time to snatch (H4 - 2) for snatch force
computetion, calculated velocity at snatch {_11 - 2) for
fill time computation, and calculated velocity at
snatch (M$ -- 2) and calculated filling time (M2 - 23
for opening shock computation. Payload weight, parachute
weight, number of suspension lines, and suspension line
breaking strength, length, and elongation are given
values. Payload drag coefficient and effective az_a
are fictitious numbers which result in a given payload









W b Payload Weight





CDb Payload Drag Coefficient .........
CDc Urdnflated Canopy Drag Coefficient .... 1.0
I Sb Payload Effective Area - - - 7.0 ft. 2
Sc Uninflated Canopy Effective Area ..... 3,14 ft. 2
CD o
D o
Inflated Canopy Drag Coefficient ..... 0.8
Parachute Nominal Diameter ....... 54.24 ft.
Nur_bor of Suspension Lines- -- - G4
SuspensionLine Breaking Strength 500 lb.
Z
pl























Suspension Line Elongation- -
Effective Porosi;y of Canopy Material ....
Velocity at Deployment ...........
t
Density Ratio at Deployment AlLtt_de
Density at Deployment Altitude









and area are estimated values. Parachute nominal diameter
is based on essential cloth area. The inflated canopy
drag coefficient, in con_unction with the area definition,
is a nominal value for the cross-type parachute. Effective
porosity is assumed zero at the low density at 130,000
ft. Velocity at deployment - 1.6 Mach w 1660.8 gps. The
density ratio was adjusted to obtain a dynamic pressure,
q w 13 psf, at the tost altitude and velooityo
Resultant velocity, time, and force values from
program inputs are presented Ln computer output form,
Figure 12, and are tabulated here for referenOe o
T/_e to snatch
Relative velocity (at snatch)




Snatch force 9773 lb
F411 t/Jne 0.45 moo
Opening shook 17,620 lb
n
The highest load inposed on the cross parachute deployed
at des/gu conditions Ls therefore predicted at 17,620
lb. oponing shook. This max_num force is used /_ stream




























Cord, Dacron, braided, 8plicable
ValRayCoe Inc. Pattern 09004
Constructions
16 carrier braider (15 carries w/white Dacron and 1
carrier black Dacron)
16 ends per carrier - 10 picks per inch
Minimum ultimate tensile $trengthm 550 lb.
Average Tensile Strength s 605.51b$.
Using 220 Denier Dacron yarn, heat set, high tenacity
•CANOPY CLOTH
Cloth, Dacron, ripJtop, natural
3. P. Stevens& Company, Inc. S/N-2468/1
36/37 inches vidS_tt
1.25 as _ _1
2_ residual shrinkage (max.) after 91 hour8 0 125°C
CANOPY RXSBR










Total ends face and baok 256
Face and back yarn denier & ply
Filling picks per inch 23
0.083"
2.29 oz/b.5
Filling yarn denier & ply 15/3
I Yarn turns per lnoh 3












Total ends face and back











Filling picks per inch
Filling yarn denier & ply
Yarn turns per Lnoh
_llnimum ultimate tensile


















441 220 den. Dacron







100t Dacron yarn 220 Denier type 52 Merge 62428








337/1 - 220 Den. Dacron
I
80 - 2 ends 220 den. Dacron
895 Ibs.










































V. SEAM AND JOINT TESTS AND EFFICIENCY CALCULATIOI;S
Representative test samples of each individual seam and
Joint throughout the arose parachute system were fabricate_
and tested to determine minhaum ultimate strength of the
seam and/or joint. Location of each test point on the
canopy and the load directions are shown in Figure I$.
Table I, in conjunction with Figure 13, lists the test
numbers, load direction, mid description of each sample.
Material tests were accomplished per the applicable
sections of Federal Speclflcations CCC-T-191, "Textile
Test Methods".
Five samples of each material, seam, and _olnt were tested.
Test information and data are presented on individual
=Laborato_ Material Tests and Test Data" sheets An this
sectlon. The seam and/or Joint efficiency calculation
is included on this fern. A sketch of the teqt sample,
with applicable dimensions and fabrication uonflguratlon,







































































SUSPENSION LINE, DACRON, 550 LBS.
SKIRT HEM TAPE, DACRON, 1 IN. X 1000 LBS.
RADIAL TAPE, DACRON
CANOPY RISER WEBBING, DACRON.
MIL-W-25361, TYPE II1
|


















RADIAL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH"
RADIAL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH
RADIAL TAPE ACROSS HAIN SEAM
RADIAL TAPE ACROSS MAIN SEAM
RADIAL TAPE ON SKIRT EDGE HEM
RADIAL TAPE ON RAD[AL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH
i
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MAIN SEAM
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MAIN SEAM
RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-MAJOR PANEL SEAM
RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-MAJOR PANEL SEAM
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-
MAJOR PANEL SEAM (AT CORNER CUT-OUT)
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-
MAJOR PANEL SEAM (AT CORNER CUT-OUT)
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-






































































RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-
MAJOR PANEL SEAM (NO MAIN SEAM)
in. Jl ii i
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL.TAPE ON MINOR-TO-
MAJOR PANEL SEAM (ON MAIN SEAM)
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-
MAJOR PANEL SEAM (ON MAIN SEAM)
i i
SUSPENSION LINE/RADIAL TAPE JOINT
SUSPENSION LINE/CANOPY RISER JOINT
CANOPY RISER AT KEEPER
ii























TABLE 1. TEST SAMPLE DESCRIPTION (CONT.)
32
DESCRIPTION: CANOPY CLOTH, DACRON
LOCATION REFERENCE: A
LOAD DIRECTION: a-.a














1. MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.25 0Z/YD. z
35
n











TEST OBJECTIVE : Determine mirdmum ultimate strength of canopy cloth test samples
(fill direction)
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 1-1/2 inch raveled to 1 inch width x 8 inches




METHOD: 5104 Per Fed. Speo, CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials
TEST DATA:
















2. RATED STRENGTH -
I
1/5 ( 44.5 + 45.5 + 41.0 + 46.0 + 44.0 ) = 44.2 lb./in,
o
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 41 lb./In.






DESCRIPTION: CANOPY CLOTH, DACRON
LOCATIO_ REFERENCE: A
LOAD DIRECTION: b-b














:LABORATORY- MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEN: PROJECT NO.: 14175 ,
• TEST/GRAPH NO.: 2/2412.2.b
Canopy Cloth, Dacron
• LOCATION REFERENCE: A
. .. LOAD -uIRECTION:
b-b
TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ndnlmum _ltlmate strength of canopy cloth test samples
(warp direction)
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 1-1/2 Inch raveled to 1 tnch width x 8 inches




METHOD: 5104 per Fed, Speo. CCC-T-191









4 49.0 lb. .
S 45.0 lb.











2. RATED STRENGTH -
I
= 1/5 ( 49.0 + 48.0 + 47.5 + 49.0 + 45.0 } = 47.70 lb./ln.
3. MINIMUM ULTIHATE STRENGTH • 45.0lb./In.
















LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA





TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine minimum ultimate strength Of suspension _ne test sample s
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: N]'A




METHOD: Tensile per Fed. Spe¢. COO-T-191
























1. AVERAGE STRENGTH -
2. RATED STRENGTH -
1/5 ( 620 ÷ 620 + 620 ÷ 620 + 620 ) - 620 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 6201b.







II LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEM: PROJECT NO.: 14175
TEST/GRAPH NO.: 4/2412.4
Skirt Hem Tape LOCATION REFERENCE: C
LOAD DIRECTION: a-a













Tenslle per Fed. Spec CCC-T-191
12 Inches/mlnute














1. AVERAGE STRENGTH = 1/5(1280 + 1210 + 1300 + 1300 + 1250) - 1268 lb
2. RATED STRENGTH -
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 1210 lb













MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
PROJECT NO.: 14175
II
TEST/GRAPH NO,: 5/2412.5 ..
LOCATION REFERENCE: D
LOAD DIRECTION: a-a














Tensile per Fed. 8pec. CCC-T-191
12 inches/minute
Research inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20
I
t













1. AVERAGE STRENGTH =1/S(1200 + 1200 + 1000 ÷ 990 + 990) m 1076 lb
2. RATED STRENGTH =
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH = 990 Lb
























MATERIAL: Canopy bridle webbings Dacron, MIL-W-25361w
1 25/32" vide x 7000 lb, tensile strength






METHOD: Tensile per Fed, 8pe¢ CCC-T-191























1. AVERAGE STRENGTH - 1/5(8200 + 7300 + ?800 • 8000 + 8000) = 7860 lb,
2. RATED STRENGTH •
+, .
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 7300 lib.



































MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
I I







TEST OBJECTIVE: De_jrmlne minimum ultJ3_te 8trengl_ of load bridle
webbJLn 9 test s_pSea








METHOD: Tons£1o per Fed. Spec CCC-T-191







Load brLdle, vebblng, Nylon, NTL-W-4008, Type XZX, 2 3/4"
vide x 10,000 lb. tensLle strength
N/A
I
Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20







Operator Stopped Test (I)
Opezltor Stopped TesZ (I)
i I t I t I
CALCULATIONS:
1. AVERAGE STRENGTH = 1/3 (10,2S0 ÷ 10_300 + 10,400) m 10,317 lb.
2. RATED STRENGTH =
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH - 10,250 lb.
4. MATERIAL/JOINT/SEAM EFFICIENCY - MIN. ULT. STRENGTH/RATED STRENGTH "
ii
"IU_ . Z
i l ii Hi I
REMARKS/CONCLUSIONS:







TEST / GRAPH NO.: 8/2412.8
,,---- CUT CANOPY MAT'L










HATERZAL (ITEH 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZ/YD. 2
TAPE (ITEH 2), DACRON, 1" MZDE X 1000 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEH 3), DACRON, V-T-285, S|ZE "E" TYPE I CLASS 3
• I














Determine ultimate strength of skirt hem
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS:
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron,1.25 oz_¥d 2
Tape, Dacron, 1 inch wlde x 1000 Ib tensile strength
STITCH: Type 301, 7-12 stitchps/lnch
THREAD: Dacron, V-T-285, Type I, Class 3
i
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: Tensile per Fed. Spec. CCC-T-l%l
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/mlnute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Nod.No. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:


















1. AVERAGE STRENGTH =
2. RATED STRENGTH -
I/5 (I005 + 1075 + 1255 + 1335 + 1410) - 1216 Ib
Min. Ultimate Strength of Tape + 3 x mln.
ultimate strength of canopy cloth (Ravel
strip method, warp direction}
= 1215 + 3(45} _ 1350 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH " 1005 lb.











TEST / GRAPH NO.: 91241Z.9
PULL






IL 4", _| --
PULL
NOTES:
1. MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZ/YO. 2
2. THREAD (ITEM 2), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E', TYPE I, CLASS 3
3. SEAM, FRENCH FELL, FED. STD. 751, TYPE Lc-2








MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST
I | II ii Jl
PROJECT NO.: 14175




I I i I




DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x $ inches
















Type 301,7 -12 stltohes/Inch
Dacron, V-T-285, size "E =, Type I, Class 3
I I I I
5100 peE Fed, Speo. CCC-T-191
12 fnches/mlnute.
















1. AVERAGE STRENGTH =
2. RATED STRENGTH =
I I
1/5 (51 + 50 ÷ 47 + 51 + 51) - 50 lb.
Min, ultJ_nate strength of ca.uopy cloth
(Ravel s_rlp test results, fill dlreotlon)
- 41 lb/ln
47 lb
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH =l-_,2'_-in. Q 37.6 Ib/£n




























MATERIAL (ITEH 1). DACRON, I.Z50Z/YD_
THREAD (ITEH 2). DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E', TYPE I, CLASS 3
SEAH, FRENCH FELL, FED. STD. 751, TYPE Lc-Z





























DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 inches
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/yd 2
STITCH: Type 301, 7-12 Ititche|/lnch
THREAD: Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E', Type le Clals 3
I I
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. $pec CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc, Materials Test System, Mod.Ho. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:














1. AVERAGE STRENGTH = 1/5(150 4 146 • 153 • 160 + 146) - 151 lb.
2. RATED STRENGTH - 4 x m£n. ult_Jaate 8tcengl:.lz of ca_:,._.j cloldt
(Ravel strip test resultm, warp d_=ectLon)
= 4 x 45 lb.
= 180 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 246 lb.

























lU I I I Nil I I II _ wnsgommiini
DESCRIPTION: RAOIAL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH
LOCATION REFERENCE 6i
LOAD DIRECTION: e o •
TEST / GRAPH NO.: 11/Z412.11







MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZIYD. 2
TAPE (ITEH Z), DACRON, 314" WIDE X 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V.T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3
STITCH, TYPE 301, 7-12 STITCHES/INCH












LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEM:






TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultimate strength of radial tape on
canopy cloth test sample
I
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 inohel
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/yd 2
Radial tape. Dacron, 3/4 inch wide z 750 lb, tensile
strength
STITCH: Type 301, 7-12 sUtchea/4nch
THREAD: Dacron• V-T-2BS, SIZe "E'• Type I e Class 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: SlO0 per Fed..Spec. CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/mlnute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:













1. AVERAGE STRENGTH • I/5 [960 + 950 + 980 + 1020 + 920) - 966 lb.
2. RATED STRENGTH = Min. ultimate strength of tape ÷ min. ultimate
strength of canopy cloth (ravel strip test
results, fill direction)
= 990 ÷ 41 = 1031 lb.
3. MINIRUH ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 920 lb.











TEST / GRAPH NO : 12/2412.12
PULL
t









MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON. 1 25 OZ/YO, 2
TAPE (ITEM 2). DACRON, 3/4" WIDE X 750 LB TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E , TYPE I, CLASS 3
















LABORATORY MATERIAL..TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEM:









MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, dacron, 1.25 oz./yd. 2
Radial tape, dacron, 3/4 In. wide x 750 lb. tensile strength
STITCH:
THREAD:
Type 301, 7-12 sUtches/lnoh
Dacron, V-T-285, size "E", Type I, Class 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: SlOOper Fed. SpeD. CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Hod. NO. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:













1. AVERAGE STRENGTH -
2. RATED STRENGTH -
•
4.
1/5 (54+ 47 + 51+ 48+ 48} =49.61b.
Min. ultimate strength of canopy cloth (ravel strip
test results, warp direoUon) = 45 lb./in. "
MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 48/1o25 = 38,4lb./in.



































iI _ I 'I. I ....








MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON , 1.25 OZ/VO. 2
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4":'WIDE X 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3),DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3














Radlal Tape Across Maln Seam






TEST OBJECTIVE: Detetmtne ultimate strength of radial tape across main seam test
sa mples.
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 inches
MATERIAL : Canopy cloth, dacron, 1.25 oz./yd. 2




METHOD: SlO0 per Fed. Spec. CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials
Type 301,7 -12 sUtches/inch
Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E", Type I, Class 3
Test System, Mod. NO. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:















2. RATED STRENGTH =
= 1/5 ( 970 ÷ 945 ÷ 930 + 1000 ÷ 985 ) = 966 lb.
Min. ultimate strength of tape + Mln. ultimate strength of
canopy cloth (ravel strip method, fill direction)
= 990 + 41 = 1031 lb.
•
4.
MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 9301b.









DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ACROSS MAIN SEAH .
LOCATION REFERENCE: H
LOAD DIRECTION: b II
TEST / GRAPH NO.: 141Z412.14
H r /11
•,><,,.,./ l- - - -.----l' ,_..... -/- ,>o.,. L. II_ ,_.
"---" 4" / / i i/ / " _ _8 IIIII1 ¢1  Hr
0 .: '
1, HATERIAL lITER li, OACRON , I.Z50Z/YD. Z
2. TAPE (ITEH Z), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE X 750 LB. TENSILE
3. TERIEAD (ITEH 3), DACRON, V-T-Z8So SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3












Radial Tape Across Main Seam













4 inches x 8 inches
Canopy cloth, dacron, 1.25 oz./yd. 2
Radial tape, dacron, 3/4 inch wide x 750 lb. tensile strength
Type 301o 7-12 sUtches/inch
Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E", Type I, Class 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: SlOOperFed. Spec. CCC-T-lgl
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20
i
TEST DATA:



















2. RATED STRENGTH =
= 1/5 ( 165 ÷ 163 ÷ 160 + 163 ÷ 1SO) = 160 lb.
4 x Mtn. ultimate strength of canopy cloth (ravel strlp test





MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 1501bo

























DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON SKIRT EDGE XEH
LOCATION REFERENCE: |
LOAD DIRECTION: o,-a
TEST / GRAPH NO.: 15/24|2.IS
-..- o" ,,_z'_. i, t
_.-. -- '_--2 . ,,,,L, _ -i_, _,.,-
i/z 11_.-- T- _v¢









HATERIAL (]TEH 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZ/YO. 2
TAPE (]TEH 2). UACROH. 3/4" WIDE X 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEH 3), DACRON. V-T-28S, SIZE "E". TYPE I, CLASS 3















TEST ITEM: PROJECT NO.: 14175
Radial Tape on SkLrt Edge TEST/GRAPH NO.: 15/2412.15
Hem LOCATION REFERENCE: I
LOAD DIRECTION: a-a
i
TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultimate strength of radial tape on skirt
edge hem test samples
I
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 2 inches x 8 Inches
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/yd 2
Radial tape, Dacron, 3/4 inch wide x 750 lb tensile strength
STITCH: Type 301, 7-12 stltches/Inch
THREAD: Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E', Type I, Class 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Spec. CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Hod.No. LF ?445-20
TEST DATA:
















1. AVERAGE STRENGTH =1/5(860 + 930 + 1020 + 1020 + 1020) -.972 lb
2. RATED STRENGTH - M1n. ultimate strength of tape + mln. ultimate
strength of canopy cloth {ravel strip test results,
warp dlreotion}
-- 990 + {45 x 3) - 1125 lb
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH = 860 lb





lul I " industries, inc.
_ m
ir i
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH
LOCATION REFERENCE: J
LOAD DIRECTION: a-a
TEST / GRAPH NO.: 16_2412.16
o





































MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON , 1.25 OZ/YD. 2
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE X 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3





















Determine ultimate strength of radial tape on radial
tape on canopy cloth test samples
DATA
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 inches




Radial tape, Dacron, 3/4 inch wide x 750 lb. tensile
strength
Type 301, 7-12 stltches/inch
Dacron, V-T-285, size "E', Type Z, Class 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Spec, CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/mlnute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:












I. AVERAGE STRENGTH =
2. RATED STRENGTH -
m
1/5(875 + i000 + 970 + 950 + 835} - 926 lb.
Mln. ultimate strength of tape & min. ultimate
strength of canopy cloth (ravel strip test
results, warp direction}
990 ÷ 45 - 1035 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 835 lb.







DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON CANOPY CLOTH
LOCATION REFERENCE: J
LOAD DIRECTION: b-b













1. MATERIAL (ITEM 1), •DACRON , 1.25 OZ/YD. 2
2. TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE X 750 LB. TENSILE
3. THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-2BS, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3





I i n JI IIII • I
TEST ITEN:
Radial Tape on Radial Tape on
Canopy Cloth
TESTS
II _" I iii I II I
PROJECT NO.: 14175
el I I II
, TEST/GRAPH NO.: 17/2412.17
LOCATION REFERENCE: J
LOAD DIRECTION: b-b
II II I In u
AND TEST DATA
TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultimate strength of radial tape ,on radial
. . tape on canopy, cloth test. s.amples . ... .
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 Anches
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1'25 OZ/_ 2
Radial tape, Dacron, 3/4 inch w:Lde x 750 lb, tensile
s_eagth
STITCH: Type 301, 7-12 stit_es/]Lnch
THREAD: Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E', Type X, Class 3
I ]II I i | I
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Spec CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches minute
INSTRUMENTATION: Research _nc. Materials Test System, Hod.No. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:















I. AVERAGE STRENGTH =
2. RATED STRENGTH =
i
I II II r J
I/5 (950 + 945 + 910"+ 955 ÷ 910) - 934 lb.
Nin. ulUmate strength of tape + mln. ultimate
stA_en_t.hofean_py olO_.b (=aVsl strip _sst
=6suZts, _111 dL=letLon)
990 + 41= 1031 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH - 910 lb,























HATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.;)5 OZ/¥D.
TAPE (ITEH 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEH 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3 °
STITCH, TYPE _01, 7-12 STITCHES/INCH
LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEM:








TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultimate strength of radlal tape on radial
tape on main seam test samples.
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 inches ..
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/yd 2





T_pe 301, 7-12 stitches/Inch
Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E", Type I, Class 3
I



























1. AVERAGE STRENGTH = 1/5(920 + 910 + 830 + 895 + 985) - 908 lb
2. RATED STRENGTH - Min. ultimate strength of tape + 4 x min. ultimate
strength of canopy cloth (ravel strip test results,
warp direction)
m 990 + (4)(45) - 1170 lb
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 830 Ib






































MATERIAL (ITEM 1). DACRON, 1,25 OZIYD. 2
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON. 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I. CLASS 3













TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine minimum ultimate strength of radial tape
on radial tape on main seam test sample
tt t t
!TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 inches
MATERIAL:
DATA
Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/¥d 2
Radial Tape, Dacron, 3/4 inch wide x 750 Ib tenslle strength
STITCH:
THREAD:
Type 301, ?-12 stltches/inih
Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E", Type I, Class 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Spec. CCC-T-I91
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/mlnute



















1. AVERAGE STRENGTH - 1/5(940 + 910 + 1000 + 970 +,890) -
2. RATED STRENGTH - Min. ultimate strength of radlal tape + mln.
ultimate strength of canopy cloth (ravel strip
test results, fill direction}
m 990 + 41 m 1031 lb
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 890 lb






























HATERIAL (ITEH 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZ/YO. z
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, VoT-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3









LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
................................... ipll II III II
TEST ITEN: "_PROJECT NO.: 14175
LTEST/GRAPH.......... NO.: . 20/2412.20
Radial Tape on Minor-to-Major l
Panel Seam LOCATION REFERENCE: LILOAD DIRECTION: a-i
I I I • I II I ii IIIII .... I I
TEST OBJECTIVE:. DeCermlne ultimate strength.of radisl tape on .
mlnor-tO-major panel sea_ test samgles
I I III I 111111 r I I II I u I
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 _nchel ...
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/yd 2
Radial tape, Dacron, 3/4 inch wide x 750 Ib tensile
strength
STIqiCH: Type 301, "/-12 stltches/Inoh
THREAD: Dacron, V-T-2BS, Size "E", Type I, Class 3
I III I I I I
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Spec CCC-T-191




Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20








-- ii il II i
CALCULATIONS:
1. AVERAGE STRENGTH ,,







II nn .... I I ml,i I
1/5(42 + 45 ÷ 43 ÷ 43 + 45} ,, 43.6 lb
M1n, ultimate strength of canopy cloth (ravel
strip test results, fill dlreot£on)
41 1b/l-oh
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH - 42/1.125 = 37.33 Ib/In
4. MATERIAL/JOINT/SEAM EFFICIENCY - MIN. ULT. STRENGTH/RATED STRENGTH
- 37.33/41
" 91.0 %


















MATERIAL (ITEM 10, DACRON, 1.25 OZ/YD.2
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE.
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3
STITCH, TYPE 301, 7-12 STITCHES/INCH
611
_ LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
I TEST/GRAPH NO.:,,=.z/24z=.=z.,, I
_ I Radial Tape on )¢Lnor-to-Na:Jor I
J Panel Seam LOCATION REFERENCE: L J
M I ' LOAD DIRECTION: .... b-b !
N JTEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultimate strength of radial tape on minor-to- |
U _ m,:_oz p=neZ ,earn test s_p1e, ...... I
. ITEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION: • ' ..... I
!/I i DIMENSIONS: 4 ,_oh.=,,, _.=h.. , I
I u I MATERIAL:Canopy czo_h,o==,o,,z.=so=/y._= I
| J Radial tape, Dacron, 3/4 inch wzde x 750 ib tensile strength J
Ig | sTITcH: _e 301, 7-12 stitehe:/:Lnoh " I
_ t.a ITEsT PROCEDURE: ...... i
tn I METHOD: SlO0 per Fed. Spec. CCC-T-191 I
l U I LOAD RATE: 12 fnches/mlnute II ! '"'T_"E"T'T'ON"_°--'°_°°""_°=_'"''_S'"='_'"°" " '"_'"1
i _] i;'ESTOATA= ........ I
I i '^"'_"°- _,,,,T_,_,OT. T.T,_._.T,O. ]
J P J I 1070 lb Sample Failure
J- J 2 i010 Ib Sample Failure I
| n J ,3 llO0 Ib Sample Failure J
/ _ |CALCULATIONS: " L " ..... I
/ I z. AVERAGESTRE,GT.,z/S(ZO'_O+ ZO,-O,Z*O0.ZO=O,Z020)- ZO.Zb I]n m 2. RATED STRENGTH Min. ultimate strength oE radial tape + 5 x muln. I
| I I ultimate =Zrength of canopy cloth (ravel strip I
i I t.,, re.ult., flll d£rectlon) !
! II I , 9so • (s = 4z) = zzss zb I
I 3..XNZ.U.ULTIMATESTRENGTH• ZOZO_ " I
I g 'i 4. MATERIAL/JOINT/SEAM.. EFFICIENCY =" NIN.1010/II95ULT.STRENGTH/RATED STRENGTH, I
I
ImA]VIP.IN]i









DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON HINOR-TO-HAJOR PANEL
SEAH (AT CORNER CUT-OUT)
LOCATION REFERENCE: H
LOAD D[RECTION: a-a
TEST / GRAPH NO.: 22/2412.22
.I,,o. r I....A 8".
" I I m
FILL I l WARP
_-_4 ,o_ ' ' ' "- _°_"_,_ -








NATERIAL (ITEH 1), DACRON, .1.25 OZ/YD. 2
TAPE ([TEN 2), DACRON, 314" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEH 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE |, CLASS 3









































TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultiauate strength of radial btpe on radial --
i I
tape on minor-to-major panel seam test samples
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 Inches x 8 JLnoho8
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth, Dacron, 1.25 oz/yd 2









Type 301, 7-12 stitches/inqh
Dacron, V-T-285, Size "E', Type I, Class 3
§100 per Fed. Spe¢ CCC-T-191
12 inches/minute
Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20













1. AVERAGE STRENGTH =1/5($50 + 940 + 990 + 960 ÷ 1000) m 968 lb
2. RATED STRENGTH " Mln, ult_te 8treng_wh of zadla]L tape ÷ 3 x m_Ln_
ultimate stzength of canopy cloth. (:avel etzlp
test results, f£11 direction)
= 990 + (3 x 41) n 1113 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 940 Ib








DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-MAJOR PANEL
SEAM (AT CORNER CUT-OUT)
LOCATION REFERENCE: N
LOAD DIRECTION: b-b
TEST / GRAPH N0.:23/2412.23
PULL
MINOR t








MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.Z50Z/YD. z
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 314 " WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3












LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEM:
Radial Tape on Radial Tape







TEST OBJECTIVE: l_temine ultimate mt_ngth of radial tape on radial
tap on L_nor-to-maJor panel seam test samples
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 0 inches
MATERIAL: Canopy clothe Dacron 1.25 Ol_d 2
Radial tape, DeorOnw 3/4 Luoh_Lde x 750 Ib tensile strength
STITCH: Type 301e 7-12 mtttches/inob
THREAD: Dmcrone V-T-285e S£_e "E", Type Ie Class IZZ
i
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Spec. CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 Inches/minute"
INSTRUMENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Hod.No. LF ?445-20
TEST DATA:












1. AVERAGE STRENGTH = 1/5(960 + 1040 + 970 + 980 + 980) _ 986 lJb
2. RATED STRENGTH • Min. ultimate strength of rad£al t_pe + 3 x LtLn,
-.: ultimate strength of canopy cloth (ra#_l:st_ip
test results , fill direction) " "
- 990 ÷ (3 x 41) - 1115 It>
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE •STRENGTH - 960 Ib










DESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-MAJOR PANEL
SEAM (NO MAIN SEAH)
LOCATION REFERENCE: N
LOAD DIRECTION: a-g






MINOR _ /-'- MAJOR
PANEL,.---_ .v/ _ _._ / PANEL






MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZ/YD. z
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" NIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E", TYPE I, CLASS 3
STITCH, TYPE 301, 7-12 STITCHES/INCH
" "/4
! LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST ITEM:
Radial Tape on Radial Tape on






TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultimate strength of radial tape on radial
ta on minor-to-me bet panel seam test samples
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
r
DIMENSIONS: 4 Lnahes = g LnohemI
MATERIAL: Canopy eloth, Dacron, I,25 ol/yd 2
Radial tape, ketone $/4 inohw_de x 750 lb tensile strength
STITCH: Type 301, 7-12 8titchmm/lnch
THREAD: Daoronw V-T-28$w Slxe =E'e Ty_ I. CIIII 3
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: 5100 per Fed. Speo. CCC-T-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/minute
INSTRUMENTATION: .Fesearc_ Iz_c. Materials Test System, Mc_.No. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:














: 1/5(1010 ÷ 920 + 980 + 940 + 830) - 936 lb,
Min. ulti_te Jtxeng_..hof ¢adial tape + min.
ultimate btrengthof oanop¥ oloth (_avel 8trip
tee_ toe,Its, fill direot|Qd)
'm 910 • 41 _ 1031 Ib
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH - ||0 Ib





IDESCRIPTION: RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-MAJOR PANEL
SEAM (NO MAIN SEAM)
LOCATION REFERENCE: N
LOAD DIRECTION: b-b


































MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACROH, 1.25 OZIYD. 2
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB: TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3). DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E=, TYPE I, CLASS 3
STITCH, TYPE 301, 7-12 STITCHES/INCH
• "/5
|, LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND •TEST DATA








i ii i i





TE S T 0 BJ ECT I VE : Determine ult_Jaate sttength of radial tape on radi82
tape on mlnor-Co-maSor panel seam teat sample8
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: 4 inches x 8 In¢d_es
MATERIAL: Canopy Clothe Dacron_ 1.25 ol/yd 2
STITCH:
THREAD:
Radial tape, Dacron, 3/4 £noh _ds x 750 lb tensile strength
Type 301, 7-12 etLtches/Lnoh
Deafen, V-T-28Sw Silo "Z', Type Ze Class 3
i i
TEST PROCEDURE:
METHOD: SlO0 Per Fed. apse. CCC-Y,-IDI
LOAD RATE: ' 12 inches/minute
I
INSTRUMENTATION: Pesearch Ir.c. _atcrials Test $yste_n, Hc_._o. LF ?445-20
i i
TEST DATA:












I. AVERAGE STRENGTH -
2. RATED STRENGTH -
1/5(1120 + 960 + 1060 + 1070 ÷ 1070) m 1056 lb
Min. ultimate strsngth Of radial tape + $ x
la_Ln, t_It_te St.lrength Of oanop_ Oloth (Eavel
at.rip •test ¢esult8. fL11 direotlon)
- 990 + (S z 41) - 11_S ¢b
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 960






II I li III I P Illli II •
TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON PANEL
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL HI NOR-TO-MAOOR
SEAM (Otl MAIN SEAH)
LOCATION REFERENCE: 0
LOAD DIRECTION: a-a,















MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACROH, 1.25 OZ/YD. 2
TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "E', TYPE I, CLASS 3






" LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
TEST OBJECTIVE: Oel_z_ine ultimate strength of radial tape on radial
t_pe on nLtnor-to-ma_or panel seam test samples
TEST SAHPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIHENSIONS: 4 £nohe= x I inches
HATERIAL: Canopy olothw DaQron# 1.25 OS/yd 2





Type 301, 7-12 st£tches/£noh
Daoronw V-T-28Se Size =E", Type It Class 3
5100 Per Fed. 6pe¢. CC¢oT-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/minute
INSTRUHENTATION: Research Inc. Materials Test System, Hod.No. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:












1. AVERAGE STRENGTH =J_/S([O00 + 920 + lO00 • 990 • 1030) = 988 IJ_
2. RATED STRENGTH - M£n, Ultisate strength of radial tape + =In,
UltlJm_Jetrengt_h of oanol;_oloth (carol s_._£p
test results, fill direce_Lon)
o gJ0 + 41 m 1031 lb
3. HINIHUH ULTIHATE STRENGTH • 920 lb
















i i I [ I I
[RIAIVIEINi
industries, inc.
RADIAL TAPE ON RADIAL TAPE ON MINOR-TO-MAJOR PANEL
SEAM (ON MAIN SEAM)
LOCATION REFERENCE: 0
LOAD DIRECTION: b-b




I I i d
' I
o..' I j_









1. MATERIAL (ITEM 1), DACRON, 1.25 OZIYD. 2
2. TAPE (ITEM 2), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
3. THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-285, SiZE TYPEWEN , I, CLASS 3











MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
Radial Tape cn Radial Tape






TEST OBJECTIVE: Determine ultl_mte strength of radial tape on radial
tape on minor-to-major panel seam test sample0
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION"
DIMENSIONS: 4 Inches x g In,hem
MATERIAL: Canopy cloth. Dacron, 1.25 oz/_d 2






Type 301, 7-12 stitohes/J_ch
Dacron, V-T-285, Size met e I, Class 3
5100 Per Fed. Spee. CCC-T-19I
12 inches/_inute
INSTRUMENTATION: Fesearch II.c. Materials ;cst Sy._t_!._, ';od.._!o. LF 7445-20
TEST DATA:













I. AVERAGE STRENGTH : 2/5(2060 ÷ 1080 + 1090 ÷ 940 + 910) - 2016 ]J_
2. RATED STRENGTH - MAn, ultimate strength of radlal tape + 5 x man,
ultimate s_eng_h of canopy clo_h.(ravel s_ip tast
results, fill direction)
- 990 + (5 x 41) - 1195 lJ}
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH - 910 I_


















..... _........... _ r ....
TAPE (ITEM 1), DACRON, 3/4" WIDE x 750 LB. TENSILE
CORD (ITEM 2), DACRON, 550 LB. TENSILE












TESTS AND TEST DATA
PROJECT NO.: 14175
I II i




TEST OBJECTIVE: DeteIml_ JdLIdLm_ =ltJaute sCxenge.h of suspension




MATERIAL: _dlsl T,apew Dee:on, 3/4 inch wide x ?50 lb' tensile
,st=eng_h suspensLon line0 Dacron, 550 Lb. tensile
strength
STITCH: Type 301 S Double. th¢ow siS-Sag, 7-11 stlt_hem/lnoh
THREAD: Dao¢oae V-T-2BS, 8£=e "rF", Type Ze Cless $
I I III I
TEST PROCEOURE:
METHOD: Tensile pe= Fed, 8peo CCC-T-191





Research Inc. Materials Test System, Mod.No. LF 7445-20
II i I I











II J I t I
CALCULATIONS:
1. AVERAGE STRENGTH = 1/5(615 + 830 +615 • 515 + 615) = 618 lb.
2. RATEO STRENGTH - 14JL_, _ltJJ_kt_ utJcengt]b of. wmmJ¢est_¢
m MJ.n. ultJJnete strength of suspension ILne
= "620 lb.
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH • 615 ,IL]I}.





I I II I I II I II In I
industries, Ins.
I





TEST / GRAPH NO.: 31/Z41_.31.b
PULL ,-qe--- t q/
i
NOTE!
1. MEBBING (ITEM 1), DACRON, MIL-W-Z5361, TYPE III, 1 3/4" NIDE x
7000 LB. TENSILE.
Z. CORD (ITEM 2). DACRON, 550 LB. TENSILE.
3. METAL LINK (ITEM 3), P/N AN6562-.1, Fc6S.
4. THREAD (ITEM 4), DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "FF", TYPE I, CLASS 3.
S. STITCH: TAPE: 4-POINT g-M, TYPE 301, 7-11 STITCHES/INCH











i ii i mill
TESTS AND TEST DATA
|Nil I
l PROJECT NO.: 14175
ill
I TEST,/GRAPH NO.: _)l/24_2t31t hLOCATION REFERENCE:LOAD DIRECTION:
TEST OBJECTIVE: Determ&ne m4n£n_nultAmcte strength of suspons$on Sine/




MATERIAL: WebbL_g, DscIo_, NIL-W-25361w 5Nj]po lilt 7000 3_, (_e_lile









• ensi_o per h_. s_c, cCC-_-_Pl
12 _nches/m_nute
Research I_c. _ate_als Test System, '_._!o. _F 7445-20
I










i ill t i
CALCULATIONS:
I. AVERAGE STRENGTH -
Z. RATED STRENGTH - N.i,n:LVnum, _ItL_;o se-_eng_h o_ ve_eqt mOmbmc
w JLt_4nun @_mat 9 itTeI_gth ¢_ e_penslon Zincs
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH " 585 _b




| I II I •












1. MEBBING (ITEM 1), DACRON, NIL-g-25361, TYPE III, 1 3/4= WIDE x
7000 LB. TENSILE.
2. TAPE (ITEH 2), COTTON, 2" HIDE.
3. THREAD (ITEM 3), DACRON, V-T-Z8S, SIZE "FF", TYPE I, CLASS 3.




'| LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS
i
TEST ITEN:






TEST OBJECTIVE- Detorm_t# nLnlm_ u_timate strength Of ¢anop¥ r£ser
at kegper t,mbt |amp_ee
TEST SAMPLE CONFIGURATION:
DIMENSIONS: N/A
MATERIAL: Canopy R_.ser WabbLng, DaoT'one NIL-W-:_S361. _/pe III,
1 3/4"_ 7000 1_ teo_le _,trengt_
30_,.4_po£nt W-W+ v_z l st£tches/inch




METHOD: Tapslle _pr Fad. Speo, _CC-_-191
LOAD RATE: 12 inches/_inute
INSTRUMENTATION: _esearch I:_c. _at_+rials Tu3t Syste,n, '_].No. LF 7445-20
TEST OATA:











2, RATED STRENGTH =
= _/3(78oo + 7000 + 7800) - 7533 Ib
HlnimumulC_aate s_rength of br_dSe webbing
m 7300 ],b
3. MINIMUM ULTIMATE STRENGTH =?000 2b











I I i i in I iii
DESCRIPTION: CANOPY RISER AT IqAIN KEEPER TIE
LOCATION REFERENCE:
LOAD DIRECTION:




1. MEBBING (ITEH 1), DACRON, HIL-M-25361• TYPE III,! 3/4" MIDE x
7000 LB, TENSILE,
2. TAPE (ITEH 2)• COTTON• Z" MIDE.
3. THREAD (ITEN 3)o DACRON, V-T-285, SIZE "FF" TYPE I CLASS 3
4. _TITCH: 4 - POXNT M-W, TYPE 301, 7-11 STITCHES/INCH.
| LABORATORY MATERIAL TESTS AND TEST DATA
I t TEST/GRAPH NO. : _1/2412__] , I
I crouPY _"=" "_= "-p', I LOCATION REFERENCE:
ITEST OBJECTIVE: Determine minimum ultimate strength of canopy riser- I
g ! 8t _tJLn keeper tie test 8aple. !
ITEST SAHPLE CONFIGURATION: I
l DIHENSIONS: ,,,, . . II MATERIAL: Riser webbing, Dacrone MIL-W-25361, Type IIIe 1 3/4 vide I
I x 7000 lb tensile strength I
I Webbinge cotton, =- vide I
i STITCH. Type 301, 4-poJLnt w-w. T-11 8tJLtohes/£nch m! T"""° o=o=o._,=, ,., _- _ _ c,.., I
IT,'ST_OCEOURE: " i
I HETHOD.Tensile_= ,.O.s_o 00=-,-1,1 _ I
[_ I' LOAD RATE: 12 J.nches/mJ.n.te I
I INSTRUMENTATION: Resea,ch Tnc. Ha,e,¢als Test $ydtem, ,c_..NO. Z.., ,44s-=oI
ITEST DATA: I
J SAHPLE NO. . . ULTIHATE STRENGTH . .TEST TERHINATION. I
l z 7700 Zb SampZe FaJ.lu_e l
! Z ?eoo 11) SampZe FaJ.Zu_e I
[j j . . ?5003,]) • SeumpZe Fa£1_. l




I 1. AVERAGE STRENGTH - 1/4(7700 + 7800 + 7500 + 8000) =. 77S0 lb ' I
J. Z. RATED STRENGTH Hlnimum uZtJJnlte strength of bridle webb£ng I
• " 7300 ].b.
l 3. HINIHUH ULTIHATE STRENGTH 7500 _ . I
I 4,. HATERIAL/JOINT/SEAH EFFICIENCY ,, Hie. ULT. STRENGTH/RATED STRENGTH !
I " - _soo/_3oo I
























VI. STRESS A_IALYS IS
The basic materials and each seam and joint throughout the
cross parachute were analyzed with respect to maximum loads
imposed on the system durlng deployments. Design factor
calculations are presented in Table 2for each sample
configuration test in Section V. Material degradation
due to heat loss (sterillzatlon} and abrasion are taken
into account. A minimum safety factory of 1.50 is assumed.
Line convergence and assymetrlcal loadlngfactors are
included where applicable. Margin of safety calculations
of each test sample follow Table 2.. Reference is made
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r "" Dp/2 - 45.33 = 22.67 ft.
--r-
O " w/r " 18.84/22.67 " 0.83105 "
Length of chord BD - 2 r sin e/2
BD - (2)(22.67) san 23.80 ° - (2) (22.57) (0.40355) - 18.30 ft.
BC " BD " 18.30 " 9.15 ft.
(BC) 2 - J(22.67) 2 . (9.15) 2 " 20.74 ft.
_ea of segment BCDE -- _ r2e - sin Q_ 2
- (3.1416) (z2.6_)2,(47,6_ - (22.67) 2(0.73846)
- _'360 " 2
" 23.72 £t. 2
Area of oron - 4 (_,C)(BD) -(BD) 2
" 4 (20,74) (18.30) -




I Total Area - 4 (23.72) ÷ 1183.28
I = 1278.16 ft. 2
I DE'_"ELOPED LOAD ,IN CANOPY FABRIC
'' 2
I The projected essential oloth area _ 1278.16 ft..
This projected cloth area must absorb the load 2reposed
I by the opening shock foroe. Therefore, the load per
i unit area, assuminq the shock load is uniformly
distributed, is:
P(over actual area} " _
l ^p
• " _6 sr
I
I - 13.79 Ib/ft 2 .
This force is essentially "pressure" fnslde a hemisphere°
I The stress in the p_rachute oloth may then be calculated
i fromt
PI['%_.SP 1 0 t I Pr 1 (13.79} (22.6?} .




















Description: Canopy CZoth, Da0ron (F£1Z Direct£on)
Location Reference/Load Direction: _lL-&
U1tlmate Strength
Pult = N_n_mum ultimate s_ength of teit s_ple
(Ravel strip test results, ££11 direction|
- 11 Xb/_
Allowable Load















Description: Canopy Clothe Daoron (Warp Dirlot£on)
Location Reference/Load Direction: J_Pb-b
Ultimate Strength
Pult JB Mlnt_wnultimate strength of test 8mnp%o
(l_a_el strLp teot _8ultnw varp d£rectLon)























I Description : Suspension Line
I Location Reference/Load Direction: B/a-a
I Ultlmate Stren+th
Pult = Minimum ultimate strength of test sampXe
I x no. of suspension 1Lees
". 620 x 64
I " 39,,80 lb.
Allowable Load "
I Pallow " " Pult_t ____
IO Design Factor
-







M.S. - Pallor - 1.0 PDev - 17,620 lb,
PDev





























Minimum ultimate strength of test 8npl,









- 1.0 PDev ,, 17,620 21).
- 1.0
- 1.0









Pult Minimum ult_te strength of test sample
x no. of plys of robbing
" 7300 x 8
S8,400 II::,.











- 1.735 - 1.0




Description: Load Bridle Webbl_
I Location Reference/LoadDirectton_
B Ultimate Strength
Pult = Minlmumultlmate strength of
i . x no. of plym of webb£ng
- 10,250 x 6
I " 61,S00 lb.
Allowable Load
Pallor m Pult ....
Design Factor
D -- 3S,777 lb.
B _4arqin of S ety "















I STRESS _ALYSIS .
I " Description: Main Semi
Location Reference/Load Direction: F/a-a " .
I Ultlmate St_enc]t h . " " ,
Pult = Minimum ultimate strength of canopy cloth
I (ravel strip test results, fill direction)
" 41 lb/in
I




I " 20.61 lb/ln
Marqin of Safety
Q M. S. ., Pal low - 1.0 P-
. uev - 13.03 lb/in
| __ -_.0|. _.-, - _.o
l ' + 58.2 t

















MLnimum ultlmete strength of canopy cloth
(revel etxip teat results, warp direction}

























Description: Radial Tape on C h
I Location Reference/Load Direct_on. G/a-a
Ultimate Strength
P-l* = NtnJ_num ultimate 8tzength of canopy ©1o%h -
" " (rawsl strip test results, fill direction) •
NlnJ_wa ult£mat, e strength of zad£a tape x no. of tapes
" (41 • 990) (S4)
• " 65,984 Ib
AIlowable Load




. 32,298 lb " '
Margin of Safet_
M.S. -- Pallow - - 1.0 PDev ,. 17,620 Ib
PDev
- _ -1.0
" " - 1.833 - 1.0





Oescrtption: P_disl Tape on Canopy Cloth
Location Reference/Load Direction: G/b-b
Ultimate Strength
i Pult Minimum ultimate strength of canopy cloth
(Ravel strip test results, warp direction)
- 45 Ibl£n
Allo_able Load "
Pal low m P_______u 1 t
Design Factor
l -- 21.06 Ib/ln
fl .Margin of Safety
I M.S. - Pal low - 1.0 PDev 13.03 lb/£n
PDev
I • 61.6 I
I • ' 110
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Description: Radial Tape _aroslJ a411 Sellm
Location _eference/_Load Directlonl R/a-a
[] Ultimate Strenqth
Pult = Minimum ultimate strength of tape +minimum
ultimate strength of cloth x no..of Joints(assume opening shock force Is absorbed by
" first row of tape/seam Jolnts}




















PD_V m 17.620 lb




_ _scrtptto-. RadialTa_ ^c_,, Mat,se_
Location Reference/_oad Direction. H/b,b
Ultimate strenqth
Pult " " Min:tmum ultimate strength of cloth {.waz_p
direction) x no. of thicxnesses o= croon
" 45X4
- 180 1b/in "
Allowable Loa_d .
Pallow " • Pul.t '
Design Factor
i _ '2.27 Ib/i_
_I Margln of S _ ety .M.S. - Pallow - 1.0 . 13.03 Ib/in
PDev
. _ -I.0
" 6.314 - 1.0




Description= l_dial Tape On Skirt Edgm Hen
il Location Reference/Load Direction: I/a-a
Pult . Minimum ultimate strength of tape + minimum ultJ_nate
strength Of oloth x no. Df thicknesses of cloth
I x no. 0$ t_pes oll edge hm
i: " [.90+ (.S x$)_J . ,|
Allowable Load




















































Description: Radial Tape on R4d£al Tape on Canopy Cloth
Location Reference/Load Direction-. J/_-b
Ultimate Strer_th "
Pult = M£nlmum U_tLmatl $t_@ng_ OE tape ÷ mln$.mtlla
ulti.:at_ strength of cloth x no.'of Joints (asstme
oponing ano_k _oroe gS absorbed by f£rst I'ow Of
tape-on-tape _oln_:s}
= (990 + 41) x 64
,m 65,984 Ib
Allowable Loa__._dd





X.S. - Pallow ' 1.0 PDev - 17e620 _.b
PDev
- " _ - 1,0
. x.sx. - x,o






Radial Tape on Radial T_Pe on Nain Seam
Location Reference/Load Direction: F_b
Ultimate Strength "
Pult " I_tnimum ult_mate it_eng_h of tape + minimum ultimate
strength of cloth X no. _f te_e on t_ on _stnsea.R Jotnt_





Pallow m .-Pult .
Design Factor
mm
' " 15,67S l.b
Margin of Safety
MmSe m
Pallow - 1.0 PDev - 2_8Z 17,620 - 7709 lb
Poev uq
- _ ,,- - 1.0 |/mlumlng equal load di0trLbut£onOn milch z'lld:_Ol t4Ptl)





STRESS ANALYS ZS i
I Description: Radia2 Tape on H£nor-_o-Ha_or Pano2 _ea
i Location Reference/Load Direction: L_&-a
I Pult = Minimum ultimate strength of canopy cloq:h
i " 41 lb/ln .
Allowable LoadB
j u9 P,.xx_ - pultDesign Factor
-
" 20.. 48 lb/Ln
Margin of Safety
I M.S. m Pallo'*' - 1.0 PDev m
_3.o$ lb/£n
| . -,.0
m " 2.570 - 1.0











Description: Radial Tape on Ninor-to-MBJor Panel Seam
Location Reference/Load Direction: L_b-b
Ultimate Strength
Pult " M_nlmum ultimate strength of tape + minimum, ult_t9
strength oJ_ cloth X no, o_ t.hi_knegges, of oloth
x no. of tapes on _no1:-to-a_pr pen#]. Hem
II -- _.,o. c.l • .J •. '
41S0 lb
I l_able . ,A1 jd










i " +101,3 t
PDev - 4
-3_ _ 17,120 - 1101 $b
(kes_ing equal load die_ibu-









Description: Radlal Tape On Radial T_pe on Minor-to-NaJoz
Panel Seam {at corner olat-ou_}




= Minimum ultimate streng_hof tape + minimum
ultimate strength of cloth x no. of thlckneseem
o_ oloth x no. of tape on tape on minoz-to-maJoE
" panel seam Joints
_,o. (,1, _)l •t 4
Lo_d 44SZ lb
























I Description= Radial Tape on Radial Tape on Minor-to-i&_owPanel Seam (At Cor_er C11t-O_t)
I Location Reference/Load Dlrectlon: 'M/_-b
UZti.mte,Stren._ i "
I Pult - Ninlmum ultlmate Itrength of ta_e ÷ mlni_um ultlmate
strength of cloth _ no. of thickn:sses of cloth
I . x no. of tape on tape on mi_or-to maJoz _ng_ |eJL_
- :}ointl __
• . E990, (,z x 3)J •,
Allowable Load /.452 lb -,
Pallow " Pult _.
De_i_. Fa_t0,
" _1
I _ " 21Q9 xb
a _ar.i,.n oe safety
N.S, ,, P&llow - 1.0 PDev - _4 x 17a620 ', 1]L01 _b
PDev "
| - _ 1.0 (,.=,., .q.._ Zo,d_,.=lb._o_
On eaoh cadial pro)
. 1.t16 1.0
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i !STRESS ANALYSIS
Description: Radlal Tape om Ra4J:Lal Tape om Minoz-tO-Ma_OE
Panel Sea {NO Maim SeU) -
l Location Reference/Load Direction: N/M-a
i Ultimate Stre_th
Pult : Min£mt_n ultJ-nate strength of tape ÷ mintmua
• ultJJnate-s_rangth of oloth x no, of tape on tape.
I on mlnor-to-major panel _e_ Jotnta
(990 + 41) x 12
12,37:2 ).b
m
A11o_able Load " "
" Palzc_ " P.___
• Design Factor
m " S467 •




- ---- - 1 o (_.,._ng ,_.ax Xo_d •
dLs_rAbutton on each rad£al
ta_) ,






Descrivtion: Radial Tape on Radial Tape on M£nor-_-M_og
Panel Seam (No lqa_n Seam)
Location Reference/Load Direction: N_-b
U1 t. ima re.,,, .S trength
Pult
- _8n.l seam :Jolts
. CSS0 + (41 z s)J z 12
U 14,340 lb
" Minimum ult/mete ee._ength of tape ÷ n£n£nun
ult_nate strength of _lothx no. o_ th£oknesses
of oloth x no. of tape on Cape on mAnor-to-ma_og
Allowable Load
Pallow " P,u_ ....
Design Factor
" 6320 Ib
_arqin of Safety •
M.S. m
-1.0 PDev o 23 X 27,t30 -'3304 lb
- .o.- - 1.0 (_ssun£ng equal load distributionon eaoh radial t, ape)








I - s9JO lb
I _trgin, ,of safety .
II " -._. - _._o. - 1.o _v . _ z _7,12o- ,o, _b
I PDev
1.0 (&ssum£ng e_usl load dLst::£-" button on esgh rsd£al tape)
I " 1.360 1.0









iusp.nJl_ Llr_/Radial Tape Joint
= _tnimumultAn_te a_rength of weakest _mber
(_uspens_on line) z no. of lines



































Canopy Riser at Keeper
Location Reference/Load Direction:
U lt, Ima t_e s treng th
Pult " Min_numultimate Strength of webbing x no. of
riser webbing plys


























_ Description: Canopy Rise= et Msin KeeFer Tie
Location Reference/Load Direction: •
Ultimate Strength "
Pult = Minimum Ultimate strength of webbing xno. of
D legs with ties X no. webbing plys per leg
= 7300 x 2 X 2 _
• " 29,200 - '
" A1 lowable Load "




Hargln of Safety t •
M.S. m Pallow. - 1.0 PDev = 2/4 x 17,620 m 8810 ].b
PDev
a . (Assuming equal load dtstributton= ___ - 1.0 on each riser leg)
in _"' -_.0i









RADIAL TAPE _ + ,58.2% ,-'- RADIAL TAPE "
+97.3% ,, ON CANOPY
I :: -_ ++61.6% -
g SUSPENSION LINE ,' ' t f,// "-- CANOPY MAT'L











CANOPY RISER _ II
AT KEEPER +58.6% II
/'--LOAD BRIDLE LEG
_ + 103.0 %




























CALCULATED CROSS-OVER AREA WEIGHT
Width - Calculated panel width + seam a11owan=e
No. of 1/2 inch seams - l0 . .k.....
Additional material width per seam = I.$ in.
Width I ]L8.8 + (10) (2.5) w 20.05 ft.
_.o
Length - Calculated panel width + minor-to-ma:Jor panel
seam allowanoe
NO. of 3/4 inch minor-toga:Jot panel seams - 2
Addltional material length per seam -




No. of radial tapes on cross-over area J 32




Canopy material welght - 1.25 oz/_52 .
Radial tape weight ,,, 0.41 oz,/_d
Calculated weight - (20.05) (19.30| (1.2S) + {32) (18.8) (0.41)





i Add 6t for thread
Total weight m 9.01 lb.
I
CAI_ULATED MINOR PANEL WEIGHT :....
i Width a Calculated panel width + edge hem allowance
No. of 3/4 inch hems per panel .- 2
i Additional material width per hem m 2.5 in.
I
i Length _ Calculated panel length skirt hem v seam
allowance .......
I No. of 1/2 inch seams pez panel _ 9
i Additional material width per seam ,, 1.5 in.
I Length- 26.2 + 9 _ - 27.25 ft.
I No. of radial tapes on minor panel m 16
I Length m Panel length + suspension line loop allowanoe
26.2 + 0.34 _ 26,54 ft. •
I " No. of minor panelm _ 4,, _ ..
Calculated weigth - 4 (19.05) (27.25) (1.25) + (16) (26.54) (0.41)ii z (9) (16) (3) (_6) , .
- 32.52 _. 132
• , ,, ._
| ,,, i : "
industries, inc.
I
Total weLght ,, 33.82 lb. _
!
CALCULATED SKIRT HEM WEIGHT
I Hem Length 4 x calculated panel width
Material width per hem m 3 in. - 0.25 ft.
I Material weight m 1.25 oa/yd 2
| To_ .lght - o.s7o,/_ -
I Calculated weight - (4) (18.8) (0.57 + (4) (0.25) (18.8).(1.25). .... (3; '(1(i) ) (9) (]6)
• " 1.06 lb.
Add St for thread.
Total weight - 1.11 lb.
!
I CALCULATED SUSPENSION LINE WEIGHT
Total no. of llnes o 64
Cut length of lines - 67.83 ft.
Line weight m 60 _d_].b
Calculated weight - _)
m 24.12 lb.
Add I% foe thread




CAL_ATED MESA r- LINK HEIGHT
Total No. of 11nke - 8
Weight per link = 1.80 o8.
'/'Ot2tl weight . m 0.90 lb.
g CALCULAY_D CANOPY RZSER-_rgDBZNG HZZGHY.-
Dacron webbing length = total riser length + keeper length
,, 78.57 + 0.79
= 79.46 ft.
Webbing weight = 2.29 oz/yfl




4 keepers ÷ 2 keeper ties
• , (9)(6.5) + (4)(6) + (2)(10.25)
,, 103 :Ln.
Webbing weight ,, 0.76 os/yd
Io
m 3.93 lb.
Add 2t fo_ tJ_ead









CALCULATED LOAD BRIDL_ _IGHT
Nylon webbing length- total bridle length
" 41.7 ft.





DacTon _ebbing length m keeper length
m 0.79 ft.
Dacron webb4ng veight m 2.29 OZ/yd
Cotton vebb£ng length m total length of 4 buffers
+ 2 keeper 1_les






Cotton webbing weight m 0.76 oz/¥d
Dacron material required - length z width
" 65x 2.75
- 173.2S i_. 2
- 6 oz/yd 2Dacron materLal_ight
I m 2.73 lb.
6t for thread








'! SUSPENSION LINES (64)
i CROSS PARACHUTE, 54 FT. De
CANOPY RISER WEBBIN,
t METAL CONNECTING LINKS(e)
I CANOPY RISER
CROSS PARACHUTE . CANOPY RISER
"1 LOAD BRIDLE










































































oF Z._RTZA _C_TZONS. •
_T_) C_R OFG_V_7 ( STR_G-O_" _)SZTZOm
Actual weight of the fabricated parachute-canopy riser
assembly was 73.56 lb. vs. the calculated ve/ght of
? 73.21 lb. The aot_tl velght will be used for C. G.
aalaulatlons. Slnee the oaleulated welghts of the "_
oanopy riser and suspension lines are considered to
be reasonably acourate, the dAfference o£ 0.35 lb. . " . i
rill be assumed to be proportionally dlstribu_d between .: " /
the cross over area and the four =Inor panels. " .
Total calaulat_d weight - calculated cross-over area • '
weight ÷ aaloulated minor panel weight
- " " 42.83 lb.'.
| Total weight: for cross-over area - 9.01 = 21t
t Total weight for minor panels = 33.82 = 79_
Aotual veight of cross-over area (used in C. G. ealculatlon)
;_! . -" 9.089"01111).+ (0.21)(0.35) ,
Actual veight o£ minor panels (used :In C. G. oaloulation)
, 138












- 33.82 + (0.79)(0.35)
m 34.10 lb.
Summing moments about the lower end of canopy riser:
73.65 x - (4.10) (4.50) ÷ (0.90) (9.05) + (24.36) (42.69) ÷
(1.11)(76.32) ÷ (34.10)(89.42)" + (9.08) (105.61)
z - 70.05 ft.
System center of gravity location m 70.05 ft.
from lower end of canopy riser.
Unit and parachute system weights and C. G. locations
ace tabulated in Table 5, page 140 • and are prelmnted





Descrlption: Rad281 Tape on Radial Tape on Canopy Cloth






= MLntmumu_tlmata strength of tspe + =£nlmum
ultima%9 m_rength o_ o_oth x no. of Jo£nts
(assume op_ning shock _oroe £S absqrbed by
fl=lt row of _.pe-o.-t_p_ _o,.t=)














































































TABLE 5 PARACHUTE COMPONENT AND SYSTEM


























































_LA_D CENTER OF GRAVITY (PACKED POSITION)
In order to determine the center of gravity location of
the parachute system in the packed position, the pack
density of the final configuration and packed length
requirements must be calculated. Uniform pack density
is assumed. The weight of 52 inches of the canopy-riser
£s subtracted from the total system weight since this
length of the riser 18 not packed inside the deployment
bag.
Calculated Deployment . Bag. voluu
Bag diameter m 11.5 in.
Bag length m 29 _.
Volume m w O2 L
---4--"
Q - (0.7854) (11.5) 2(29)
" 30:12.21 :Ln'. 3
m 1.74 £t. 3
D
.,°
CalculstodWetght of C8_0,1_ ' .RiseroutsideDeplolm.ent nag






I Dacron vebbingweight = 2.29 ox/yd
I
I







Total parachute system v eight m 73.6S lb.
Total packed weight - 73.65 - 1.69
Pack density = Packed weight/avallablevol _
71.96/1.74
= 41.36 lb./ft. $
• • _ - /
._Calculated Lenqth Rec_,,ired " for parachute, Components
I
Canopy weight = C_oss-over area weight +minor panel
_sight ÷ skirt hem welght
I = 9.08 + 34.10 + I.U
- 44.29 2b,
I Roquirod length- ,, , 4,, x Weight
x D2 x Paok Density
I - (4) (44.29) (172.8l
{3.14i6) (]Z.5) "(41.36)
I " 17.81 in.
SusponsLon lLne vo£ght m 24.36 lb.
I
I
_wquir_ length - (4) (24o36)(272e)








The assumption of uniform pack density defines the C. G.
location as the dimensional center of the deployment bag,
14.50 inches from the bag bottom. Since the canopy reqnlres
17.81 inches pack length, this point is within the canopy
material. By making an assumption that pack length
required is directly proportional to material area,
a good approximation of the C. G. location on the canopy
4s obtained.
Actual materlal area - 2328.24 ft. 2




Canopy material above C. G. - 2328.24 - 1895.51







The approximate center of gravity location of the parachute
in the packed position i8 therefore loacted on the canopy,





i CALCULATED CENTER OF GRAVITY (INFLATED POSITION)
I In calculating the center of 'gravity location of the fully
inflated parachute, actual vertical distances must first
I be determined. These required lengths are obtained Era
a straight forward manipulation of canopy geometry. The "
I Inflated canopy is assumed to be hemispherical in shape.
I In the following calculations.





reference Is made 1:o
e - half angle at confluence point






End of riser to confluence point - 5 ft.
Vertical length of riser leg (confluence point to
i . suspension line) - 4 cos 18.56 °(4)(0.9480)




Vertical length (oonfluence point to canopy skirt)
- 71.21 oos 18.56 °











































Vertical length of suspension lines = 67.51 - 3.79
g 63.72 ft.
i _ Mino r Panels
i_ _. - Arc leith
" ""Rad'lus "
Arc Length = 1/2 minor panel length
]_ Radius = 1/2 projected diameter.
= 22.67 ft.
°'" 22.57
Vertlca length (canopy skirt to minor panel C.G.)
u r sin _t
_ U
i Arc Length
u z = ' Radltlm '
ArC Length - Hlnor panel length + I/3 distance




l I _2o.2o.3 1,




• - (22.67) (0.9620)
21.81" ft.
Summing moments about the lover end of the canopy risers
73.65 x = (4.10)(4.50) + (0.90)(8.79) + (24.36)(40.6S) +
(1.11) (72.55) + (34.10) (84.89) + (9.08)(94.32)
Center of gravity location of the full inflated parachute
Is 6S.83 ft. from lowor end of riser.
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II MASS MO,_._TS OF INERTIA
Calculations of the mass moments of inertia are based on
a set of rectllinearaxis- with the origin at the parachute
system center of gravity location. The rotational freedoms
about these axis are defined as follows, f__
::::::::::::::::::::::::""Y;7
i V " "
Roll - Rotationabout Z-axis ..
!
, The following assumptions are made. : :
I. The canopy is fully inflated and hemispherical in
shape. ' _ i " .
2. The complete system is considered a rigid body.
3. Each individual system component is considered
as a point mass.
o " •
Reference is made to Figure 17 for definition of dimensions
in the following calculations. • "
Roll Mass Mom..ent of Inertia .
I_Lser'Legs " ' ' .
1 Each individual leg is considered as a straight inclined "





welght/leg : (48) (4.10)
"(I08) (4)
i_ Moment of inertia about inclined axis through leg C.G. -
i m 12 si"2e _. • •
• "" 12 " . "
i_ . (0.46)(4)2 ,in 2 le.s6O(32.2) (12)
i ,, (0.46) (4) 2 (0.31835) 2
• (32.2) (12)
- 0.0019 slug.ft 2
The moment of inertia of one leg about the a axis is
iU obtained by use of the par.llel-axis theorem
i_ I" " ICG " " d2 "
d = horizontal distance from leg C.G. to
ig " vertlc.l distance (confluence point
to leg C.C.) m 1.90 ft.
- 1.90 tan 18.56 °
- (1.90) (0.3357)
- 0.64 ft.











- 0.0078 slug-ft 2
For four legs: zs - (4) (0.0078)
- 0.03 slug'ft 2
Connecting Links
Vertical distance (confluence point to links) - 3.7.9 ft.










16 m m r 2
= (0.90) (1.27) 2
32'.'2....
- 0.05 slug- ft 2
SuspensionLines
The suspension line mass moment of inertia is obtalned




Moment of inertia about inclined axis through lane C,G. a
152








m 12 sin 2 e
(0.38) 167.83) 2 10.318351 2
........ (32.2) 112)
0.4586 slug- ft 2
10 - ICG - m d 2
d - horizontal distance from line C.G. to S-axls











0.4586 + (0.38) (11.97) 2
3'2.2
2.3.495 slug" ft 2
I For 64 llnesi IB _ (64)(2.1495)






The skirt hem is considered as a thin rod bent in a
circular aro
weight/panel hem- 1.11 - 0.28 lb.
--'l--








Ii m _ r2
22.67 ft.









E]i - 4.2164 slug-ft 2





The minor panels and cross-over area, considered as a
unit, are a hemispherical surface.
Canopy weight n minor panel _ight + cross-over area weight
l
. 34.10 + 9.08
" 43.18 lb.















the canopy riser about the 6-axis is considered negligible.
The resultant roll mass moment of inertia about the system
center of gravity is, therefore=
(lC.G.) roll " 0.03 + 0.05 + 137.57 + 16.87 + 229.72




Yaw Mass Moment of Inertla
Main (vertical} Riser
Main riser weight - 4.10 - (4)(0.46)
Vertical distance (riser C.G. to x-axis)
I
Ix t m r2
. (2.26)(63.33) 232.2








Moment of inertia about in_lined axis through by C.G. -
m 12 sin 2 (90-e)
i i t ,
12



















Ix I IC.G. + m d 2
d - vertical distance (leg C.G. to x-axls)
- 65.83 - 6,40
" 59.43 ft.
Ix = 0.0171 ÷ (0.46)(59.43)
= 50.4732 slug-ft 2
2
For four legs: I x - (4)(50.47)




Vertical distance (llnk C.G. to x-axls) " 65.83-8.79
• - . .
I
I ix - ,. r2
- (0.90) (57.04) 2
32 .'2 -!






Moment of inertia about inclined axis






- 4.07 slug-ft 2
through llne C.Go =
I x - ZCG + m d 2
d = Vertical distance
= 65.83 - 40.65





11:x - 4.07 + (0.38)(25.18) 2
= 11.55 slug'ft 2
For 64 lines: Ix = (64) (11.55)
- 739.20 slug'ft 2
Sklrt Hem
The hem is again considered a thin rod bent in a alrcular
are. However, the four hems are not symmetrloal with respect
to the x-axls, two of the panels being parallel and two :"







therefore be determined by two equations.
Parallel hems:
2
Moment of inertia about line parallel to x-axls - m r
- (0.28)(22.02) 2







IX u ICG + m d 2
d = vertical distance (hem C.G. to x-axls)
n 72.55 - 65.83
= 6.72 ft.
4.22 + (0.28)(6.72) 2
32.2
n 4.61 slug" ft 2










Moment of inertia about line parellel to x-axls
m r2 (I - sinBcosB _--2-,
am
• , . °
158






an (0.28) (22.02) 2
(32.2) (2)
. 0.23 slug-ft 2
1 - (0.4037) (0.9149) 10.41553
I I x m ZCG + m d 2
(0.28) (6.72) 2- 0.23 +
I 32.2
- 0.62 slug'ft 2
I
I For two normal hems: Ix =
(2)(0.62)
1.24 slug'ft 2
For four h_s: Ix - 9.22 + 1.24




Considoring the canopy a unit he_isDhorical surface, the
moment about an axis
I I - m r 2
I
I

















d = vertical distance (canopy skirt to x-ax£s)
= ?2.55 - 65.83
- 6.72 ft.
229.72 + (43.18) (6.72}
32.2 ....
•= 238.72 slug-ft z
Summing the component moments of inertia, the resultant
yaw mass moment of inertia about the system center of
gravity is found as
(IcG) yaw = 281.50 + 201.88 + 90.94 + 739.20 + 10.46 + 238.73
= 1562.71 slug'ft 2
Pitch ;lass :4orient of Inertia
Since the parachute system is symmetrical about.the _-axls,
the pitch mass moment of inertia about the system center of
gravity is equal to the yaw momemt, or
(ICC)pitch " (ICG) yaw
- 1562.71 slug'ft 2
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